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20th April 2021
‘Operation Playground’
Dear Parent’s/Carer’s,
As many of you are aware, The Friends of St.
Mary’s (FoS) have been working incredibly hard to
fund raise for new play equipment to replace the
pirate ship/trim trail that was sadly condemned a
few months ago!
The crowd funding page is still live and we are now up to an incredibly £7, 230 but are yet
to reach are target of £10,000 so it’s not too late to donate at:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/operationplayground
We have had a very busy and exciting time during the Easter holidays. The Friends
Committee contacted some local building companies to ask if they would be willing to take
down the play equipment and after a site meeting with myself, Houchell Builders and
Chapel Properties agreed!

We are so extremely grateful for
Mark and Ruth Crisp, Directors at
Chapel Properties, and their amazing
team for dismantling the pirate ship
and trim trail.
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We are incredibly appreciative to
David Houchell at Houchell Builders
who allowed the parents to work
under his insurance for the day.

They all set to work on Saturday 10th April…we had an amazing team of willing parents who
came to carry all the equipment to the tipper trucks so it could be disposed of.

The FoS were busy baking, The Wild Strawberry Café in Woodbridge kindly donated some
cakes and Dominoes Pizza provided pizzas – all of which kept everybody going throughout
the day!

It’s amazing how the Woodbridge Community has voluntarily come together to help us in
removing the play equipment – this has saved us thousands of pounds!
The majority of the children have voted to have a big castle / tower to fill the space so we
will keep you posted!
Many thanks once again to Chapel Properties, Houchell Builders, The Wild Strawberry Café
and Dominoes and of course are very committed, willing and enthusiastic Friends
Committee! It really was a team effort!
Mrs Gwynne
(Deputy Head Teacher)

